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Abstract 

In this paper, the Osserman condition is studied for a family of affine torsion free 
connection. As applications, we provide examples of Osserman pseudo-Riemannian 
metrics of signature (3, 3) on the cotangent bundle of a manifold. 

1. Introduction 

Let ( )gM ,  be a pseudo-Riemannian manifold of signature ( )qp,  and 

dimension .qpm +=  Let ∇  be the Levi-Civita connection defined by the 

metric g, and let ( ) [ ]YXXYYXYX ,:, ∇−∇∇−∇∇=R  be the curvature 
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operator. The Jacobi operator ( ) ( )XXYYXJ ,: RR →  is a self-adjoint 

operator and it plays an important role in the curvature theory. Let 
{ ( )}XJSpect R  be the set of eigenvalues of Jacobi operator ( )XJR  and 

( )gMS ,±  be the pseudo-sphere bundles of unit spacelike ( )+  and 

timelike ( )−  tangent vectors. One says that ( )gM ,  is spacelike Osserman 

(respectively, timelike Osserman) at ,MP ∈  if for every YX ,  

( )gMSP ,+∈  (respectively, for every ( )) { ( )}XJSpectgMSYX P R,,, −∈  

{ ( )}.YJSpect R=  One says that ( )gM ,  is pointwise spacelike Osserman 

(respectively, pointwise timelike Osserman), if it is spacelike Osserman 
(respectively, timelike Osserman) at every point of M and ( )gM ,  is 

globally spacelike Osserman (respectively, globally timelike Osserman), if 
the eigenvalues structures does not in fact depend on the point under 
consideration. The notions of spacelike Osserman and timelike Osserman 
are equivalent and if ( )gM ,  is either of them, then ( )gM ,  is said to be 

Osserman. The investigation of Osserman manifolds has been an 
extremely attractive and fruitful one in recent years; we refer to [3, 5, 6] 
for further details. 

This paper aims to generalize these notions to the affine geometry. 
The main result is the local description of a family of the affine Osserman 
on 3-dimensional manifolds. As an application, we provide some explicit 
examples of Osserman metric of signature (3, 3) by the construction       
so-called Riemann extension. This construction, which relates affine and 

pseudo-Riemannian geometries, associates a neutral signature on MT *  
to any torsion for connection ∇  on the base manifold M. Riemann 
extensions have been used both to understand questions in affine 
geometry and to solve curvature problems. For instance, it is known that 

( )∇,M  has zero curvature, if and only if ( )gMT ,*  has zero curvature. 

Also, ( )∇,M  is locally symmetric, if and only if ( )gMT ,*  is locally 

symmetric [7]. Further, ( )∇,M  is Osserman, if and only if the Riemann 
extension is Osserman [4]. 
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Our paper is organized as follows. Section 1 introduces these topics. 
In Section 2, we recall some basic definitions about affine Osserman and 
the Riemann extension. In Section 3, we prove the following result: 

Theorem 1.1. Let M be a 3-dimensional manifold with torsion free 
connection given by: 
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Then ( )∇,M  is affine Osserman, if and only if the functions 321 ,, fff  are 
as follows satisfy the following PDE ’s: 
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where k is a function and A, B, and C subject the following PDE: 

.,0 1212 ACandBCwhereBA =∂−=∂=∂+∂  

2. Preliminaries 

2.1. Affine Osserman manifolds 

Let ( )∇,M  be an affine manifold, where ∇  is a torsion free 

connection on TM. Let ∇R  be the curvature operator and ( ) :XJ ∇R
 

( )XXYY ,∇→ R  be the affine Jacobi operator; we will write ∇R  and 

∇R
J  when it is necessary to distinguish the role of the connection. One 

says that ( )∇,M  is affine Osserman, if ( )XJ ∇R
 is nilpotent for all 

tangent vectors X, i.e., { ( ) }.0=∇ XJSpect
R

 

The authors in [4] pay special attention to dimension .2=m  In that 
case, they proved that ∇  is affine Osserman, if and only if the Ricci 
tensor of ∇  is skew-symmetric on M. They also gave a description of 
Osserman connections on a 2-dimensional manifold. 
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Theorem 2.1 ([4]). Let M be a 2-dimensional manifold with torsion 
free affine Osserman connection .∇  Then, at each ,Mp ∈  either the Ricci 

tensor of ∇  vanishes or there is a system of coordinates ( )21, uu  in which, 

the nonzero components of the connection are 

  (i)   ,, 2
2
221

1
11 θ∂=Γθ∂−=Γ  

where θ  is a smooth function such that ;021 ≠θ∂∂  or 

 (ii)   ,log,log, 2
2
221

1
11

1
22 ϕ∂=Γϕ∂−=Γϕ=Γ  

where ϕ  is a smooth function such that ;0log21 ≠ϕ∂∂  or 

(iii)   ( ) [ ( )],11,1 21
2
1121

1
22 uuvuuv +/=Γ+/−=Γ  

  ( ),1log 2121
1
11 uuuv ++/∂−=Γ  

 ( ),1log 2112
2
22 uuuv ++/∂=Γ  

where v/  is a smooth function such that .0log21 ≠/∂∂ v  

The authors of [4] used the connections of the simplest type (i) to 
build up examples of pseudo-Riemannian Osserman manifolds of 
signature (2, 2). 

For dimension ,3=m  to make a description seems to be a hard 

problem. The aim of the present paper is to describe the connection (1), 
which are affine Osserman. 

One has the following observation: 

Theorem 2.2. Let ( )11, ∇M  be affine Osserman at 11 MP ∈  and 

( )22, ∇M  be affine Osserman at .22 MP ∈  Then, the product structure 

( )2121 ,: ∇⊕∇×= MMM  is affine Osserman at ( )., 21 PPP =  

Proof. If ( ) ( )( ),, 21,21 21 MMTXXX PP ×∈=  then 

( ) ( ) ( ).21 XJXJXJ 21 RRR ∇∇∇ ⊕=  
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So 

{ ( )} { ( )} { ( )}21 XJSpecXJSpecXJSpect 21 RRR ∇∇∇ = ∪  

{ } { } { }.000 == ∪   

2.2. Riemann extension construction 

Let ( )∇,M  be a 3-dimensional affine manifold. Let ( )321 ,, uuu  be 

the local coordinates on M. We expand k
k
ijkji ∂Γ=∂∇ ∑∂  for ,1,, =kji  

3,2  to define the Christoffel symbols of .∇  Let ++=ω 2514 duuduu  

( )65436 ,,: uuuMTduu ∗∈  are the dual fiber coordinates. The Riemann 

extension of the connection (1) is the pseudo-Riemannian metric g  on the 

cotangent bundle MT ∗  of neutral signature (3, 3) defined by setting: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ,1,,, 635241 =∂∂=∂∂=∂∂ ggg  

( ) ,222, 3
116

2
115

1
11411 Γ−Γ−Γ−=∂∂ uuug  

( ) ,222, 3
126

2
125

1
12421 Γ−Γ−Γ−=∂∂ uuug  

( ) ,222, 3
136

2
135

1
13431 Γ−Γ−Γ−=∂∂ uuug  

( ) ,222, 3
226

2
225

1
22422 Γ−Γ−Γ−=∂∂ uuug  

( ) ,222, 3
236

2
235

1
23432 Γ−Γ−Γ−=∂∂ uuug  

( ) .222, 3
336

2
335

1
33433 Γ−Γ−Γ−=∂∂ uuug  

We refer to [7] for more details. We have the following result: 

Theorem 2.3 ([4]). Let ( )gMT ,∗  be the cotangent bundle of an affine 

manifold ( )∇,M  equipped with the Riemannian extension of the torsion 

free connection .∇  Then ( )gMT ,∗  is a pseudo-Riemannian globally 

Osserman manifold, if and only if ( )∇,M  is an affine Osserman 

manifold. 
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The Riemann extension g  have been used in [4] to construct 

nonsymmetric Osserman metrics of signature (2, 2). 

3. Proof of Theorem 

Lemma 3.1. The components of the curvature operator of the connection 
(1) are given by: 

( ) ,, 112121 ∂∂−=∂∂∂∇ fR  

( ) ,, 221221 ∂∂=∂∂∂∇ fR  

( ) ( ) ,, 23232321 ∂+∂−=∂∂∂∇ fffR  

( ) ( ) ,, 23131113131 ∂−∂+∂∂−=∂∂∂∇ ffffR  

( ) ,, 233331 ∂∂−=∂∂∂∇ fR  

( ) ( ) ,, 23232132 ∂+∂=∂∂∂∇ fffR  

( ) ., 223232 ∂∂−=∂∂∂∇ fR  

Lemma 3.2. If iiX ∂α= ∑2
1  is a vector on M, then the affine Jacobi 

operator is given by: 

( ) ,21111 ∂+∂=∂∇ baXJ
R

 

( ) ,22122 ∂+∂=∂∇ baXJ
R

 

( ) ;23133 ∂+∂=∂∇ baXJ
R

 

where 

,133112211 ffa ∂αα−∂αα−=  

,12
2
12 fa ∂α=  

,13
2
13 fa ∂α=  
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 ( )32323221
2
21 ffffb +∂αα−∂α= ( ) ,33

2
3313131 ffff ∂α−−∂αα+  

 ( ) ,2 233232323121212 fffffb ∂αα−+∂αα+∂αα−=  

 ( ) 33313131
2
13 ffffb ∂αα+−∂α−= ( ) .23

2
2323221 ffff ∂α++∂αα−  

The matrix associated to ( )XJ ∇R
 with respect to the basis 

{ }321 ,, ∂∂∂  is given by: 

( ( )) .
000
321

321
















=∇ bbb

aaa
XJ

R
 

It follows from the matrix associated to ( ),XJ ∇R
 that its characteristic 

polynomial can be written as follows: 

[ ( )] ( ) ( ).211221
23 bababaXJP −λ++λ+λ−=∇λ R

  (2) 

Lemma 3.3. Let ( )∇,M  be a 3-dimensional manifolds with a torsion 

free connection ∇  given system (1). The ( )∇,M  is affine Osserman 

manifolds, if and only if the functions 321 ,, fff  satisfying the following 

PDE’s: 

( )
( )
( ) ( )
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 (3) 

Proof. Considering the characterical polynomial (2) and the 
Osserman condition in [4] for affine manifolds, then we have 





=−
=+

.0
,0

2112

11
baba

ba
 

The system (3) of PDE’s is obtained by computations of this previous 
system.  
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. From the system (3), we have .023 =∂ f  Then 

( ) ( ).,,, 2132122 uuBuuuff ==   (4) 

In the same way, we also have ,01312 =∂∂ ff  then 

.0or0 1312 =∂=∂ ff  

Suppose 012 =∂ f  and .013 ≠∂ f  Then 

( ) ( ).,,, 3132111 uuAuuuff ==   (5) 

With the last two equations in (3), we have 

( )
( )




=+∂∂
∂=+∂
.02

,2
323213

133232
ffff

ffff
 

It is absurde, then .013 =∂ f  

Hence 

( ) ( ).,,, 2132111 uuAuuuff ==   (6) 

From 

( )
( )
( )





=−∂∂
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=+∂

;0
,0
,02
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323212

3232

ffff
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fff
 

we conclude that 

( ) ( ) ( ),,, 21,
332133

uuCeukuuuff ==   (7) 

where ( ) ( )21212 , uuBuuC −=∂  and ( ) ( )., 21212 uuAuuC =∂   

Example 3.1. The following connection on ,3R  which is defined by 

( ) ,;; 23212121 21
121 ∂=∂∇∂−=∂∇∂=∂∇ ∂∂∂

uueuu   (8) 

is affine Osserman. 
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Example 3.2. The following connection on ,3R  which is defined by 

( )
,;2

1; 232
2
121211

2
2
12

1

121 ∂=∂∇∂−=∂∇∂=∂∇ ∂∂∂
uu

euuu  (9) 

is affine Osserman. 

Corollary 3.1. Let 3R  and ∇  be the torsion free connection given by 

(8) or (9). Let g  be the Riemann extension on .MT ∗  Then g  is an 

Osserman metric of signature (3, 3). 
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